Rated Disagreement between stakeholders

1. Who nominated the URL (Depositor/Repository User)?
2. Are Metadata Specialist and Digital Archivist same?
3. Is the addition of new requirements prioritized and organized?
4. Is the internal queue for the incoming requests maintained?
5. What is the difference in records submitted by metadata specialist and depositor? OR What is the difference in roles and responsibilities of both?
6. Is the priority of incoming requirements from stakeholders defined?
7. When the depositor assigns delegates to his collection, is it a concern for the repository manager?
8. Does ability to change the creator/publisher, potentially violates the ownership rights?
9. Does the user's accessibility gets hampered by the proxy submission?
10. Depositor determines what users can view by the "set permission" task. However, it is interpreted by V1 team to be connected to the manager task "Give submission authorization" for uploading files. So, who actually sets the permission - the manager or the depositor?